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Constrained networks, like wireless sensor networks or the Internet of
Things, require special security approaches due to their limitations. Solutions
to low-level communication patterns inWSNs have beenwidely studied before.
This work provides an overview on security solutions for high-level commu-
nication patterns in constrained networks, i.e. the node-to-node, user-to-node
and node-to-user patterns. By reviewing three works, based on ID-based cryp-
tography or short signatures, and analyzing them regarding their applicability
for constrained networks, I provide an overview, highlight important problems
and draw overall conclusions.
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1 Introduction

Constrained networks have been in use
for a long time in form of wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs) and the applications
of the Internet of Things (IoT) is continu-
ously increasing. The devices in these net-
works are usually constrained in different
dimensions, from computational power
over their communication capabilities to
their available energy resources. Due to
these tight limits, finding good security so-
lutions for constrained networks becomes
especially challenging.

WSNs have a wide range of applications,
with a popular one being monitoring sce-
narios of any kind. The IoT is a very broad
term for appliances and devices connected
via the Internet, may it be the interconnec-
tion of home appliances or on a bigger scale,
smart grids[1].

While the IoT is a relatively new area,
security in WSNs has been widely studied
for more than a decade. Furthermore,
there is a trend of WSNs being integrated
into or turning into the IoT, as it shows a
high heterogeneity and scalability[2].

Symmetric cryptography alone is in-
sufficient to provide authentication of
communication in WSNs and the IoT due
to their dynamic and flexible structure.
Furthermore, scalability of using symmet-
ric signatures, like message authentication
codes (MACs), doesn’t scale well to a big-
ger number of participants if one-to-one
authentication is required.

To gain an overview of possible solu-
tions to the authentication problem in con-
strained networks, three different propos-
als are studied and analyzed. They all ap-
proach the problem by using asymmetric

cryptography to deal with the flexibility re-
quirements, but differ in their application
scenarios and their use of cryptographic
methods, namely identity-based cryptog-
raphy (IBC) and short signatures.

2 Background

2.1 Constrained Networks

WSNs and the IoT both fall into the cat-
egory of constrained networks. While
WSNs are usually limited in scale and inter-
operability between different installations
isn’t the highest priority, the IoT resides
within the usual global addressable Inter-
net and even though the devices remain
behind gateways global device-to-device
communication over the Internet is possi-
ble. The devices in these networks can be
limited in different aspects:

• Computational Power: While WSNs
usually have computational power
around a coupleMHz, due to their bat-
tery constraints and lifetime require-
ments, the devices in the IoT have
highly varying performance due to
their wide range of applications.

• Memory (RAM): Due to the high lim-
itations in WSNs, memory usage of
added security mechanisms is criti-
cal. If there is only a couple KB of
RAM available, the security mecha-
nisms have to be light.

• Program Storage (ROM): This is the
fixed memory available for the oper-
ating system and the application. For
WSN hardware the program storage
ranges from a couple ten KB to a cou-
ple hundred KB.
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• Power Supply: Depending on applica-
tion scenario, sensor nodes are pow-
ered by battery or draw their energy
from a wired source. Highly effi-
cient security solutions are important
for battery-powered devices to ensure
long lifetimes.

• Radio/Communication: The power re-
quirements of the communication and
the transmission speed influence the
choice of an ideal security framework
for an application. For highly ex-
pensive radio usage, compression or
other saving mechanisms have to be
adopted to reduce the overall energy
footprint.

2.2 Asymmetric Cryptography on
Constrained Devices

Asymmetric cryptography provides great
key-management scalability and flexibility
properties compared to symmetric cryptog-
raphy which ideally suits networks like
the IoT or WSNs. Compared to symmet-
ric cryptography, there is no need to man-
age 1-to-1 key pairs for all potential com-
munication partners. By avoiding the use
of shared keys, which is common in sym-
metric schemes, it reduces the negative ef-
fect of node compromises.
Signature and encryption schemes in

asymmetric cryptography can be catego-
rized as either certificate-based or certificate-
free.
In cryptography certificates, like standard
X.509 certificates as used in the WWW, are
used to securely bind an identity to the pub-
lic key belonging to that identity. In this
case the public key information is explic-
itly bound to the identity using the certifi-
cate document, which is cryptographically
signed by a common trusted certificate

authority (CA). Certificate-based schemes
enable a more flexible way to create pri-
vate/public key information. The user can
securely generate her pivate/public key-
pair and just have to give the public key
to the CA to sign it and the authenticated
identity.
Certificate-free schemes however have an
implicit binding of public key and identity.
This is done by a common trusted authority
(TA), similar to a CA.ATAgenerates all the
private keys for all participating parties in
the system. Thereby, signatures generated
in this scheme, can simply be verified by
globally known public parameters and the
identity that created the signature. How-
ever, this inherits the problem of key escrow,
since all parties have to place a high trust
in the TA, generating and having access to
all private keys.

Key escrow, also known as key recovery,
is the concept where a third party has the
ability to recover others keys at any time.
In the 1990s the topic raised to higher at-
tention in the cryptography and security
communities as some parties pushed it as
a way to provide lawful interception by
embedding key escrow in all encryption
protocols. However, it comes with a large
amount of risks and liabilities whichmakes
it unattractive for large international multi-
party interaction [3].

Authentication in constrained networks
can be done centralized or decentralized.
The centralized approach has the advan-
tage that a powerful node or base station
can performheavier operations than the en-
ergy constrained nodes. However, it has
the disadvantage of being a single point
of failure and if it is the sole method of
authentication within the network, bogus
nodes can start sending messages to other
nodes which need to forward, yet unau-
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thenticated, messages along a path to the
base station, which can only then decide
whether the message is authentic or not.
The required forwarding of yet unclear au-
thenticated packets leads to higher com-
munication and opens the door for energy
depletion style Denial of Service (DoS) at-
tacks[4].

2.3 Identity-based Cryptography

IBC is a form of asymmetric cryptography,
where the public key can be deduced from
an identity, technically a string which iden-
tifies a member in the cryptography sys-
tem, e.g. an IP or e-mail address. Iden-
tity information is commonly already part
of most communication protocol messages
and therefore it is unnecessary to add pub-
lic keys or certificates to the messages. IBC
has first been proposed by Shamir [5], and
Boneh and Franklin [6] finally provided an
implementation of identity-based encryp-
tion (IBE), which has been an unsolved
problem before. The absence of additional
public keys cuts down communication size,
since contrary to classic public key proto-
cols like transport layer security (TLS), pub-
lic keys in form of certificates don’t have to
be transferred.

The main difference in the workflow,
compared to classic asymmetric digital sig-
natures like RSA or Digital Signature Algo-
rithm (DSA), is the key generation, which
isn’t done by the user but the TA and se-
curely transferred to the user and the veri-
fication, which uses the identity belonging
to a message instead of their public key.

Due to the fact that IBC is a certificate-
free scheme and private keys are generated
by a commonly trusted party, the TA, it is
subject to key escrow. This means the key-
generating server (KGS) is able to decrypt

any messages within the system and pro-
duce valid signatures for any user in the
system.
Most of the proposed IBC schemes make

use of bilinear pairings, also known as
pairing-based cryptography (PBC), which
are described in more detail in section 2.4.

2.4 Pairing-based Cryptography
Pairing-based cryptography is a research
area that dealswith building cryptographic
tools using a bilinear mapping between
two groups. Mathematically speaking it
can be defined by two additive groups 𝔾1

and 𝔾2, a multiplicative group 𝔾𝑀 and the
final bilinear pairing described as �̂� ∶ 𝔾1 ×

𝔾2 ⟶ 𝔾𝑀. All groups are cyclic and of the
same prime order 𝑞. For this pairing the
properties below must hold:

1. Bilinearity: �̂�(𝑎 ⋅ 𝑃, 𝑏 ⋅ 𝑄) = �̂�(𝑃, 𝑄)𝑎⋅𝑏,
∀𝑃 ∈ 𝔾1, 𝑄 ∈ 𝔾2 and 𝑎, 𝑏 ∈ ℤ𝑞.

2. Computability: The paring of two val-
ues via �̂� has to be efficiently com-
putable for allowing PBC to be a sen-
sible option for security mechanisms.
Efficient algorithms for the computa-
tion of pairings exist and are described
in [7].

3. Non-degeneracy: ∃𝑃 ∈ 𝔾1, 𝑄 ∈ 𝔾2 ∶

�̂�(𝑃, 𝑄) ≠ 1.

Based on these groups various problems,
believed to be computationally hard, have
been described. Among them the Bilinear
Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP) and the
Decision Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem
(DBDH) which are similar to the classic
Diffie-Hellman problem but based on
the bilinear paring construction. With
these constructs PBC allowed to build
solutions for several, previously unsolved,
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cryptographic problems.

There have been various different ap-
plications in cryptography, where bilin-
ear pairings of this kind have shown to
be useful. One example are short signa-
tures, where the BLS signature[8] is the
first realization that consistently provides
signatures with a security level compara-
ble to common 320 bit Elliptic Curve DSA
(ECDSA) signatures but only with a size of
160 bit. This is especially useful where one
has external space constraints on the over-
all size of communication or where human
verification is required. The BLS signature
scheme is based on the Weil-Pairing.

Another success story of bilinear pair-
ings is the implementation of IBE, where
Boneh and Franklin first showed a way to
build an ID-based encryption scheme us-
ing the Weil-Pairing[6], which has been an
unsolved problem before since the initial
description if IBC by Shamir in the 1980s.

3 High-level Communication
Schemes

In contrast to a low-level view of communi-
cation patterns, like unicast, broadcast, con-
vergecast and local gossip, this section pro-
vides an overview of high-level communi-
cation schemes, like communicationwithin
a network of similar nodes and with exter-
nal users. This basically covers scenarios
of communication within a self-contained
system for data management and routing
management purposes, but also communi-
cation betweenmembers of the system and
entities outside of the system. The three
different major communication patterns re-
viewed in this paper are shown in Figure 1.

Asymmetric cryptography shows to fit

these different patters very nicely due to
its flexibly and dynamic key management
properties. However, these advantages
come with heavier computational require-
ments and particular security properties,
which need to be considered for each spe-
cific application.

By studying high-level interactions and
ways to secure these, a broader security
overview is presented. Solutions proposed
in the three main papers[9]–[11] are re-
viewed and set in perspective from the
general problem to secure constrained net-
works.

Authentication for networks is the first
essential step for providing security. For
the provided overview, the following two
network participants are of interest:

1. Nodes within the network, which com-
municate with each other in a direct or
indirect way and need to authenticate
other nodes of the system.

Figure 1: Different high-level communica-
tion patterns: a) Node-to-Node
(solid red), b) User-to-Node
(dashed green) and c) Node-to-
User (dotted cyan).
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2. External users of the network, which
need to be authenticated and identi-
fied by the nodes to ensure only le-
gitimate users are allowed access and
to differentiate levels of access among
valid users.

3.1 Node-to-Node

Note-to-node communication, communi-
cation pattern a) in Figure 1, includes
all schemes where only nodes within the
same network are communicating with
each other. This covers most self-contained
sensor networks but also the IoT use case.

This is a very common communication
pattern, not only from a high-level view
but also on a lower-level. Most WSN pro-
tocols work by communicating monitor-
ing results up to some base station which
can happen over multiple hops. The same
goes for communication of control mes-
sages from a base station back to the sensor
nodes. On a higher level, it is also practice
for Internet enabled devices in the IoT to
have rather direct communication between
sensors and actors.

In either case, having end-to-end authen-
tication is an important step to establish
secure communication between the par-
ticipants. For multi-hop communication,
which is mostly any communication nowa-
days, may it be in smaller WSNs or the
large Internet, it is beneficial to verify au-
thentication of packets at any intermedi-
ate hop to early drop false packets. Drop-
ping false packets, issued for example by
attackers, as early as possible is essential
to counter DoS attacks from depleting pre-
cious energy resources of the network as a
whole. Ideally, only the entry point in the
network for the attacker is affected from
this attack.

3.1.1 Authentication Framework for
Wireless Sensor Networks

As part of their proposed authentica-
tion framework for WSNs, Yasmin, Ritter,
and Wang devise an ID-based Online/Of-
fline signature scheme for direct authenti-
cated broad- and multicast of messages by
senders[9].
Authenticated broad- and multicast for

WSNs has previously been broadly con-
sidered by the scientific community, how-
ever the authentication schemes require
the redistribution of the message to be
broad-/multicast by a base station. The
most prominent example in this area is
µTESLA[12].
µTESLA is an efficient protocol for au-

thenticated broadcast for wireless sensor
nodes. It is based on hash chains and de-
layed disclosure of authentication keys. By
avoiding public-key cryptography (PKC),
their protocol has a very low computa-
tional overhead but also comes with some
downsides, as the authors note. It only al-
lows indirect broadcastmessages by requir-
ing all broadcast messages to be signed and
finally distributed by the base station. In
addition, by building on delayed authen-
tication, messages that can’t be immedi-
ately verified need to be buffered for some
amount of time. This opens attack on the
storage capacities of sensor nodes.
The protocol proposed by Yasmin, Rit-

ter, and Wang for authenticated broadcast
by sensor nodes uses an identity-based on-
line/offline signature (IBOOS) scheme.
The online/offline signature allows to split
the usually computational expensive signa-
ture calculation in an offline phase, to be
performed on a high-power device, and an
online phase which involves little compu-
tation. The usual step of signing in the IBC
workflow is split into offline signing, return-
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ing amessage independent signature based
on the private key and the system param-
eters, and online signing, taking the offline
signature and the message and returning
the final signature for a message. The ver-
ification step still happens completely on-
line.
This is especially essential for low-powered
and energy-constrained devices, like the
nodes in WSNs.

Comparing certificate based broadcast
authentication with storage or transfer or
certificates and classic identity-based sig-
natures (IBSs), it shows that their evalu-
ated IBOOSs schemes can sign two to ten
times more messages with the same energy.
The traffic overhead for the authentication
is low, compared to the certificate based
schemes that transfer the certificates and
no storage of public keys of other nodes is
required.

However, it is to note that, according the
detailed implementation results[13], the
computational overhead for verification is
about two orders of magnitude more ex-
pensive than for the online signature gen-
eration counterpart.

3.1.2 Signcryption Scheme for Smart
Grid

So, Kwok, Lam, et al. suggest to use IBC to
secure the communication within a smart
grid[11] with their signcryption scheme.

Signcryption is a term coined by Zheng
in 1997, describing the concept of public-
key methods that simultaneously pro-
vide authentication and confidentiality, the
properties of digital signatures and encryp-
tion[14], and having a smaller cost over-
head compared to applying signature and
encryption separately.

While the focus of this work is mainly on

Figure 2: Protocol workflow of signcryp-
tion protocol described in [11].

authentication, their work also provides
confidentiality due to their smart-grid
usage scenario, where private electrical
consumption measurements are collected
and send over uncontrolled public net-
works to the energy provider. Due to the
large size and dynamic evolution of a
advanced metering infrastructure (AMI),
they provide a zero-configuration solution
which, compared to symmetric and classi-
cal asymmetric cryptography approaches,
is characterized by very little configuration
overhead and great scalability properties.

Their signcryption scheme consists of
two phases, 1) the device registration at
the KGS, acting as the TA of the system,
with one-time keys and 2) the actual trans-
fer of user data in an encrypted and authen-
ticated fashion. The overall protocol flow
is shown in Figure 2.
The steps of the signcryption workflow

are:

0. System Setup: This can be done be-
fore the actual deployment. Here,
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the KGS generates the system-wide
parameters. All devices, that are
supposed to interact within this sys-
tem, have the public system param-
eters and a pair of one time device-
registration keys embedded. This is
described in [11, Section 3.C].

1.–4. Device Registration: Device: At this
time, when new devices are intro-
duced in the system, they first need to
register at the KGS. This is done using
their device-registration keys, which
are one-time ID-based public/private
keys. The device sends its registration
public key, the long time public key de-
rived from the ID, the serial number,
and a signature, created using the one-
time private key, to the KGS.

KGS: On receive of the device-
registration message from a device,
the signature is verified. Assuming
the message holds a valid signature,
the ID-based private key is calculated.
Finally, this key is encrypted using
the one-time public key of the device,
signed by the KGS using its private
key and send back to the device.

Device: The device-registration re-
sponse is verified using the public key
of the KGS and decrypted with the
one-time private key. From now on
the device and directly communicate
with other devices in the network in a
secure way[11, Section 3.C].

5. Secure Data Transfer

a) Sending Data: First, based on
the ID of the receiver, his public
key is calculated, a random mul-
tiple of the systems base point
is chosen and a shared secret for
the packet is obtained using the

Tate-Pairing. Utilizing a standard
block cipher, with the shared se-
cret as key, the clear text message
is encrypted.

In addition, a signature is calcu-
lated using the Tate-pairing and a
standard hash function1. Finally,
the device sends the compressed
multiple of the base point, the en-
crypted message and the signa-
ture to the receiver.

b) Receiving Data: The receiver
also calculates the shared secret
with the Tate-Pairing, but using
its private key and the received
multiple of the base point. Af-
terwards the packet can be de-
crypted using this secret and
the same standard block cipher.
Lastly, the signature is verified
and the packet discarded, if the
verification fails.

The exact calculation and procedure
can be found in [11, Section 3.D-E].

The authors evaluated their signcryption
scheme on a rather high powered system,
Pentium IV @ 1.6 GHz. While this doesn’t
fall in the category of constrained devices
I am trying to study, their measurements
are still interesting for our overall analy-
sis, due to the little amount of configura-
tion and key management required at run-
time. They also show substantial optimiza-
tions for their protocol, which allow to re-
duce the number of required pairing calcu-
lations by using a key caching scheme.

1The standard block cipher used in the actual pro-
tocol is AES. The hash function is MD5.
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3.2 User-to-Node

External users of a constrained network
may want to inspect specific nodes’ moni-
tored data, reconfigure the devices or send
data to the device for other reasons. Au-
thentication of these external users is criti-
cal for otherwise unmonitored devices. If
no security precautions are taken, any ex-
ternal users, including attackers, can sim-
ply inspect the monitored data which may
include confidential data or upload mali-
cious code on the devices. This high-level
communication pattern is depicted as b) in
Figure 1.

The authentication framework[9], de-
scribed by Yasmin, Ritter, and Wang, in-
cludes a scheme which allows limited de-
vices in a network to authenticate external
users. In particular, their scheme delivers
three required tasks for user access: user
authentication, access control and session
key establishment.

The general work flow in this scheme is
as follows:

1. The user registers at the base station
and on success retrieves private key
and system parameters in a secure
fashion.

2. The user sends a signed data request
to the desired sensor node.

3. The sensor node verifies the signature
to check if the user is a) belonging to
the system as a whole and b) if the
identified user is allowed to access the
requested information.

4. Lastly, the sensor node and user estab-
lish a session key which further allows
encrypted communication in addition
to the authentication.

Since the described framework already
bases on IBC the use of an ID-based key
establishment protocol would be an ideal
fit for the part of session key establishment.
The authors specifically suggest a one-pass
ID-based key establishment protocol[15],
which doesn’t require any round trips as
compared to the classic Diffie-Hellman key
exchange. This is favorable, since con-
strained networks commonly have bigger
round-trip times compared to the public In-
ternet.

According to Yasmin, Ritter, and Wang,
the problem of user revocation is twofold:
a) revoking users with expired access time
and b) malicious users. The first case can
easily be handled by using an expire time
in addition to the identity of a user to com-
pute his ID-based private key. The case of
malicious users on the other hand is han-
dled by revocation lists. However, to keep
these lists short, which is important for
storage limited devices like wireless sensor
nodes, the authors suggest to keep the de-
fault allowed access period for users rather
short.

The authors compare their proposed so-
lutions to two existing ones, RRUSAN,
based on ECDSA signatures and DP2AC,
based on classic RSA signatures. Com-
pared to the ECDSA method their scheme
requires less computation to sign messages
and verify signatures and while classic
RSA signatures need very little computa-
tion for verification it comes with rather
large keys and signatures as part of themes-
sage which has a negative influence on the
storage limited devices.

3.3 Node-to-User

In the Node-to-User communication
scheme, pattern c) in Figure 1, constrained
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network nodes are communicating with
outside users. This scenario is analyzed
in detail by Oliveira, Kansal, Gouvêa, et
al. in [10]. They target an application
scenario, where deployed sensor nodes
have sensing capabilities which are of
interest to different, not directly related,
users. By avoiding intermediary gate-
ways, they allow direct communication of
low-power sensor nodes to multiple users
over the public Internet. Various signature
mechanisms are compared within a setup
of a Secure-TinyWebService / IP stack
on two different sensor node hardware
platforms.

Their design analysis includes consider-
ation for both symmetric and asymmet-
ric signatures. However, symmetric ap-
proaches are discarded due to key distri-
bution and synchronization problems with
the existing protocols, e.g. µTESLA, which
aren’t well suited for a scenario of a chang-
ing set of users sharing some sensor nodes
over the public Internet.

In their analysis of available asymmetric
methods to provide digital signatures, they
decided against certificate-free schemes,
like IBC. The TA in an IBC system always
knows everybody’s private key and can im-
personate any user. In single self-contained
sensor networks it might be acceptable that
there is one entity which escrows every-
body’s private key. However, in a public
shared network with different and chang-
ing parties, key escrow is unacceptable.

Certificate-free schemes, i.e. IBC
schemes but without having the TA es-
crowing users’ private keys, have been
proposed before[16], but are also disquali-
fied due to their very high computational
complexity by the authors.

Which leads to the conclusion that
certificate-based schemes are further an-

alyzed, where Oliveira, Kansal, Gouvêa,
et al. include not only classic DSA
and its elliptic-curve version ECDSA but
also more recent short-signature schemes,
BLS[8] and ZSS[17].
For their usage scenario, a changing set

of external users accessing an optimized
web service on sensor nodes, they conclude
that Schnorr signatures[18] or, if broader
compatibility is needed, ECDSA is used.
A Schnorr signature is digital signature
scheme similar to ECDSA, however in com-
parison it is more efficient since it doesn’t
require expensive modular inverse compu-
tations.
Their measurements[10, p. 392] are visu-

alized in Figure 3, which shows, that the
additional energy required for the short-
signatures has little influence on the com-
munication cost. The additional cost for
shorter signatures don’t result in much en-
ergy savings on the radio communication
side. However, on platforms where radio
usage is more energy heavy, operation life-
time improvements could be gained from
using short signatures like BLS and ZSS.
In addition, their practical evaluation on

two different hardware platforms for sen-
sor nodes, MSP2 and AVR3, shows that
while on a high level, the computation com-
plexity of various signature schemes are
similar, the specific implementations on dif-
ferent hardware show relevant differences.

4 Conclusions and Outlook
Constrained networks show an interesting
and challenging application for cryptogra-

2MSP430 16-bit @ 16MHz, 116KB ROM, 8KB
RAM

3ATmega128 8-bit @ 7MHz, 128KB ROM, 4KB
RAM
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phy to find suitable security mechanisms.
After studying three papers addressing se-
curity of different communication patters
in constrained networks, IBC shows to be
one popular solution. Especially for node-
to-node communication and interaction
with external users, it allows distributed
authentication without further interaction
with a central entity. This reduces the con-
figuration to a minimum and simplifies se-
curity protocols and their validation.

In addition to classic asymmetric signa-
tures like RSA or ECDSA, basic ID-based
solutions don’t need to transfer or store
certificates for public keys on their device,
which is ideal for storage constraint sensor
nodes. Furthermore, IBSs fit the use case of
authenticated multi-/broadcast very good,
due to keeping the message size low and
for their support for easy distributed au-
thentication.

However, when it comes to a multi-party
setup, where it is impossible to find a
commonly trusted third party, classic
identity-based solution come with the
inherent key escrow property, which is
unsuitable for this scenario. One option

is to use normal asymmetric signatures
or short signatures in these scenarios,
however this loses the configuration and
key management advantages of IBC based
solutions.
There has been active research on creating
IBC systems which don’t have the key
escrow problem with their key genera-
tion center, which started early after the
initial working proposal for IBE with the
description of certificateless public-key
cryptography (CL-PKC)[16]. While the
consideration of a certificateless scheme
depends on the exact usage scenario,
a good overview and comparison of
public-key infrastructure (PKI), IBC and
certificateless schemes can be found in [19].

After broader review of existing work in
the area of constrained networks and pro-
viding security based on IBC, some practi-
cal evaluation is due.
First, it is planned to compare the pro-

posed IBSs under fair conditions and verify
the results of the papers, initially on desk-
top hardware and afterwards on a more
constrained device. Secondly, possible inte-
grations of IBC into existing protocols and
applications will be investigated.
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